
   

Tour Descriptions 

Grindelwald - Kleine Scheidegg - Lauberhorntrail - Lauterbrunnen - Zweilütschinen - 
Grindelwald 

Facts: 40km, 1770 vertical and depth meters 

Ascent assistance: from Zweilütschinen by train back to Grindelwald. 28km, 1255 metres 
altitude difference, 1640 metres depth difference  

The tour starts with a longer but pleasant ascent of 1100 hm to the Kleine Scheidegg, the 
hub to the Jungfraujoch. Here we turn away from the crowd and drive with impressive views 
of the Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau towards the Lauberhorn race track, world-famous for the 
legendary ski race in winter. Parts of it can also be ridden by bike. You ride over single trails 
past the Hundsschopf to Wengenalp. Two variants are available for the continuation to 
Lauterbrunnen. The technically easy variant (3ba) leads over forest paths and meadow trails, 
the difficult one (3bb) over partly technically very demanding trails with hairpin bends, roots 
and steps. Beware, especially when it's wet the wooden beams lying across are 
treacherously slippery. In Lauterbrunnen, the route leads comfortably along the Lütschine to 
Zweilütschinen. You can either take the train for the return journey to Grindelwald or tackle 
the 13km and 400m of altitude difference by yourself on side roads. 

 

Grindelwald - Männlichen - Romantic Trail - Kleine Scheidegg - Eigertrail - Grindelwald 

Facts: 34 km, 2000 vertical and depth meters 

Ascent assistance: if you want to start the tour shortened (e.g. on the day of arrival), you can 
take the Wengneralpbahn to Kleine Scheidegg from 4 pm. The bike transport is only possible 
from 16 o'clock. 14km, 400 meters altitude difference, 1400 meters depth difference 

Today's tour also begins with a long ascent to Männlichen. When you reach the top, it is 
worth enjoying the fantastic 360-degree panoramic view before the Romantictrail offers 
plenty of driving fun. Shortly before Bustiglen the downhill flow is temporarily over. The 
ascent to Kleine Scheidegg and on to the Eigergletscher station is particularly steep in the 
second part, so pushing is more economical. Now the impressive Eiger Trail directly at the 
foot of the north face of the Eiger is waiting for your galleries. Since this trail is also popular 
with hikers, it is advisable to start your descent after 5 pm. 

 

Grindelwald - Grosse Scheidegg - First - Bachalpsee - Grindelwald 

Facts: 31 km, 1500 vertical and depth meters 

Ascent assistance: with the post bus on the Grosse Scheidegg. From there by bike to First. 
20 km, 560 metres altitude difference, 1500 metres depth difference 

Depending on your mood and time, you can start the tour with a leisurely post bus ride or 
pedal along the car-free pass road up to Grosse Scheidegg. From Grosse Scheidegg the 
bike path leads via First to Bachalpsee, the most photographed mountain lake in the Alps. 
After the photo stop, you can concentrate for the descent on fantastic and very varied trails 
all the way to Grindelwald. The 1,100 metres of depth over alpine hiking trails, root stretches 
and trails are a crowning end to the day and weekend. 


